Abstract. Two problems especially important for supervised learning and classification in medical image processing are addressed in this study: i) how to fuse medical annotations collected from several medical experts and ii) how to form an image-wise overall score for accurate and reliable automatic diagnosis. Both of the problems are addressed by applying the same receiver operating characteristic (ROC) framework which is made to correspond to the medical practise. The first problem arises from the typical need to collect the medical ground truth from several experts to understand the underlying phenomenon and to increase robustness. However, it is currently unclear how these expert opinions (annotations) should be combined for classification methods. The second problem is due to the ultimate goal of any automatic diagnosis, a patient-based (image-wise) diagnosis, which consequently must be the ultimate evaluation criterion before transferring any methods into practise. Various image processing methods provide several, e.g., spatially distinct, results, which should be combined into a single image-wise score value. We discuss and investigate these two problems in detail, propose good strategies and report experimental results on a diabetic retinopathy database verifying our findings.
Introduction
Despite the fact that medical image processing has been an active application area of image processing and computer vision for decades, it is surprising that strict evaluation practises in other applications, e.g., in face recognition, have not been used that systematically in medical image processing. The consequence is that it is difficult to evaluate the state-of-the-art or estimate the overall maturity of methods even for a specific medical image processing problem. A step towards more proper operating procedures was recently introduced by the authors in the form of a public database, protocol and tools for benchmarking diabetic retinopathy detection methods [1] . During the course of work in establishing the DiaRetDB1 database and protocol, it became evident that there are certain important research problems which need to be studied further. One important problem is the optimal fusion strategy of annotations from several experts. In computer vision, ground truth information can be collected by using expert made annotations. However, in related studies such as in visual object categorisation, this problem has not been addressed at all (e.g., the recent LabelMe database [2] or the popular CalTech101 [3] ). At least for medical images, this is of particular importance since the opinions of medical doctors may significantly deviate from each other or the experts may graphically describe the same finding in very different ways. This can be partly avoided by instructing the doctors while annotating, but often this is not desired since the data can be biased and grounds for understanding the phenomenon may weaken. Therefore, it is necessary to study appropriate fusion or "voting" methods.
Another very important problem arises from the fact how medical doctors actually use medical image information. They do not see it as a spatial map which is evaluated pixel by pixel or block by block, but as a whole depicting supporting information for a positive or negative diagnosis result of a specific disease. In image processing method development, on the other hand, pixel-or block-based analysis is more natural and useful, but the ultimate goal should be kept in mind, i.e., supporting the medical decision making. This issue was discussed in [1] and used in the development of the DiaRetDB1 protocol. The evaluation protocol, which simulates patient diagnosis using medical terms (specificity and sensitivity), requires a single overall diagnosis score for each test image, but it was not explicitly defined how the multiple cues should be combined into a single overall score. We address this problem throughly in this study and search for the optimal strategy to combine the cues. Also this problem is less known in medical image processing, but a well studied problem within the context of multiple classifiers or classifier ensembles (e.g., [4, 5, 6] ).
The two problems are discussed in detail in Sections 2 and 3, and in the experimental part in Section 4 we utilise the evaluation framework (ROC graphs and equal error rate (EER) / weighted error rate (WER) error measures) to experimentally evaluate different fusion and scoring methods. Based on the discussions and the presented empirical results, we draw conclusions, define best practises and discuss the restrictions implied by our assumptions in Section 5.
Overall Image Score Selection for Medical Image Diagnosis
Medical diagnosis aims to diagnose the correct disease of a patient, and it is typically based on background knowledge (prior information) and laboratory tests which today include also medical imaging (e.g., ultrasound, eye fundus imaging, CT, PET, MRI, fMRI). The outcome of the tests and image or video data (observations) is typically either positive or negative evidence and the final diagnosis is based on a combination of background knowledge and test outcomes under strong Bayesian decision making for which all clinicians have been trained in the medical school [7] . Consequently, medical doctors are interested in medical image processing similar to a patient-based tool which provides a positive or negative outcome with a certain confidence. The tool confidence is typically fixed by setting the system to operate at certain sensitivity and specificity levels ([0%, 100%]), and therefore, these two terms are of special importance in medical image processing literature. The sensitivity value depends on the diseased population and specificity on the healthy population. Since these values are defined by the true positive rate (sensitivity is true positives divided by the sum of true positives and false negatives) and false positive rates (specificity is true negatives divided by the sum of true negatives and false positives), receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis is a natural tool to compare any methods [1] . Fixing the sensitivity and specificity values corresponds to selecting a certain operating point from the ROC. In [1] , the authors introduced automatic evaluation methodology and published a tool to automatically produce the ROC graph for data where a single score value representing the test outcome (a higher score value increases the certainty of the positive outcome) is assigned to every image. The derivation of a proper image scoring method was not discussed, but is a topic in this study. We restrict our development work to pixel-and block-based image processing schemes which are the most popular. The implication is that, for example, every pixel in an input image is classified to as a positive or negative finding, or positive finding likelihoods are directly given (see Fig. 1 ). To establish the final overall image score, these pixel or block values must be combined. 
Fig. 2. Four independent expert annotations of hard exudates in one image
In the pixel-and block-based analyses, the final decision (score fusion) must be based on the fact that we have a (two-class) classification problem where the classifiers vote for positive or negative outcomes with a certain confidence. It follows that the optimal fusion strategy can easily be devised by exploring the results from a related field, combining classifiers (classifier ensembles), e.g., from the milestone study by Kittler et al. [4] . In our case, the "classifiers" act on different inputs (pixels) and therefore obey the distinct observations assumption in [4] . In addition, the classifiers have equal weights between the negative and positive outcomes. In [4] , the theoretically most plausible fusion rules applicable also here were the product, sum (mean), maximum and median rules. We replaced the median rule with a more intuitive rank-order based rule for our case: "summax", i.e., the sum of some proportion of the largest values (summax X% ). In our formulation, the maximum and sum rules can be seen as two extrema whereas summax operates between them so that X defines the operation point. Since any other straightforward strategies would be derivatives of these four, we restrict our analysis to them.
After the following discussion on fusion strategies, we experimentally evaluate all combinations of fusion and scoring strategies. Our evaluation framework and the DiaRetDB1 data is used for the purpose.
Fusing Multiple Medical Expert Annotations
It is recommended to collect medical ground truth (e.g., image annotations) from several experts within that specific field (e.g., ophthalmologists for eye Fig. 3(a) e) close up image of representative point neighbourhoods in Fig. 3(b) ; f) close up image of masked representative point neighbourhoods in Fig. 3(c) diseases). Note that this is not the practise in computer vision applications, e.g., only the eyes or bounding boxes are annotated by a single user in the face recognition databases (The FERET [8] ) and rough segmentations in object category recognition (CalTech101 [3] , LabelMe [2] ). Multiple annotations is a necessity in medical applications where colleague consultation is the predominant working practise. Multiple annotations generate a new problem of how the annotations should be combined to a single ground truth (consultation outcome) for training a classifier. The solution certainly depends on the annotation tools provided for the experts, but it is not recommended to limit their expression power by instructions from laypersons which can harm the quality of ground truth. For the DiaRetDB1 database, the authors introduced a set of graphical directives which are understandable for people not familiar of computer vision and graphics [1] . In the introduced directives, polygon and ellipse (circle) areas are used to annotate the spatial coverage of findings and at least one required (representative) point inside each area defining a particular spatial location that attracted expert's attention (colour, structure, etc.) With these simple but powerful directives, the independent experts produced significantly varying annotations for the same images, or even for the same finding in an image (see Fig. 2 for examples). The obvious problem is how to fuse equally trustworthy information from multiple sources to provide representative ground truth which retains the necessary within-class and between-class variation for supervised machine learning methods. The available information to be fused is as follows: spatial coverage data by the polygon and ellipse areas, pixel locations (and possibly their neighbourhoods) of the representative points and the confidence levels for each marking given by each expert ("high", "moderate" or "low"). The available directives establish the available fusion strategies: intersections (sums) of the areas thresholded by a fixed average confidence (Fig. 3(a) ), fixed size neighbourhoods of the representative points (Fig. 3(b) ) and fixed size neighbourhoods of the representative points masked by the areas (combination of two) (Fig.3(c) ).
All possible fusion strategies combined with all possible overall scoring strategies were experimentally evaluated as reported next.
Experiments
The experiments were conducted using the publicly available DiaRetDB1 diabetic retinopathy database [1] . The database comprises 89 colour fundus images of which 84 contain at least mild non-proliferative signs of diabetic retinopathy (haemorrhages (Ha), microaneurysms (Ma), hard exudates (He) and soft exudates (Se)). The images were captured with the same 50 degree field-of-view digital fundus camera 1 , and therefore, the data should not contain colour distortions other than those related to the findings. The fusion and overall scoring strategies were tested using the predefined training set of 28 images and test set of 61 images.
Since this study is restricted to pixel-and block-based image processing approaches, photometric information (colour) was a natural feature for the experimental analysis. For the visual diagnosis of diabetic retinopathy, colour is also the most important single visual cue. Since the whole medical diagnosis is naturally Bayesian, we were motivated to address the classification problem with a standard statistical tool, estimating probability density functions (pdfs) of each finding given a colour observation (RGB), p(r, g, b|f inding). For the un- known distributions, Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) were natural models and the unsupervised Figueiredo-Jain algorithm a good estimation method [9] . We also tried the standard expectation maximisation (EM) algorithm, but since the Figueiredo-Jain always outperformed it without the need to explicitly define the number of components, it was left out from this study. For training, different fusion approaches for the expert annotations discussed in Section 3 were used to form a training set for the GMM estimates. For every test set image, our method provided a full likelihood map (see Fig. 1(b) ) from which the different overall scores in Section 2 were computed. Our interpretations of the results are based qualitatively on the produced ROC graphs and quantitatively on EER (equal error rate) and WER (weighted error rate) measures, both introduced in the evaluation framework proposed in [1] . The EER is a single point in a ROC graph and the WER takes a weighted average of the false positive and false negative rates. Here we used WER(1) which gives no preference to either failure type, i.e., a ROC point which provides the smallest average error was selected. All results are shown in Tables 1 and 2 . The results indicate that better results were always achieved using the "weighted expert area intersection" fusion instead of using the "representative point neighbourhood" methods. This was at first surprising, but understandable because the areas cover the finding areas more thoroughly than the representative points which are concentrated only near the most salient points. Moreover, it is evident from the results that the product rule was generally bad for the obvious reasons discussed already in [4] . The summax rule always produced either the best results or results comparable to the best results as evident in Tables 1 and 2 , and in example ROC curves in Fig. 4 . Since the best performance was achieved using the "weighted expert area intersection" fusion, for which the pure sum (mean), max and product rules were clearly inferior to the summax, the summax rule should be preferred.
Conclusions
In this paper, the problem of fusing a united ground truth (consultation outcome) from multiple medical expert annotations (opinions) for classifier learning and the problem of forming an image-wise overall score for automatic image-based evaluation were studied. All the proposed fusion strategies and the overall scoring strategies were first discussed in the contexts of related works of different fields and then experimentally verified against a public fundus image database. As results from our more theoretical discussion and the experimental results, we conclude that the best ground truth fusion strategy is the "weighted expert area intersection" and the best overall scoring method the "summax" rule (X = 0.01, example proportion), both described in this study.
